In this paper, the problem of inverting regular matrices with arbitrarily large condition number is treated in double precision defined by IEEE 754 floating point standard. In about 1984, Rump derived a method for inverting arbitrarily ill-conditioned matrices. The method requires the possibility to calculate a dot product in higher precision. Rump's method is of theoretical interest. Rump made it clear that inverting an arbitrarily ill-conditioned matrix in single or double precision does not produce meaningless numbers, but contains a lot of information in it. Rump's method uses such inverses as preconditioners. Numerical experiments exhibit that Rump's method converges rapidly for various matrices with large condition numbers. Why Rump's method is so efficient for inverting arbitrarily ill-conditioned matrices is a little mysterious. Thus, to prove its convergency is an interesting problem in numerical error analysis. In this article, a convergence theorem is presented for a variant of Rump's method.
Introduction
In this paper, we will treat the problem of inverting regular matrices A ∈ F n×n with arbitrarily large condition number. Here, F is the set of double precision Preprint submitted to Elsevier Sciencefloating point numbers defined by IEEE 754 standard [1] . We shall consider a method which only uses ordinary floating point arithmetic {+, −, * , /} in working precision (i.e. IEEE 754's double precision) and a dot product with k-fold accuracy. Let ∥A∥ ∞ denote a maximum matrix norm of A and κ(A) := ∥A∥ ∞ ∥A −1 ∥ ∞ be its condition number. Let u be a unit round-off. For doubles defined by IEEE 754 standard, u = 2 −53 ≈ 1.1 × 10 −16 .
In about 1984, Rump derived a method for inverting arbitrarily ill-conditioned matrices. The method, which he never published, requires the possibility to calculate a dot product x T y in k-fold precision and store into working precision. In 1990, Rump [10] reported some numerical experiments exhibiting good convergence of his method.
Fortunately, a very efficient method for calculating a dot product in k-fold precision was just recently developed in [7] . It uses only floating point operations in working precision, has no branches and is very fast. For k = 2, which is quadruple precision if working precision is double precision, the method is about 40% faster than corresponding routine of XBLAS [6] , the state-ofthe-art numerical library for this purpose. In [7] , we considered a dot product calculation algorithm executable in working precision with a result as if computed in k-fold precision. In the new paper [11] , we considered how to compute dot products using only working precision with k-fold accuracy 1 . In Rump's original proposal, a dot product in k-fold precision is assumed. Recently, Ohta, Ogita, Rump and Oishi [8] have reformulated Rump's method using a dot product calculation algorithm in k-fold accuracy such as proposed in [5, 11 ].
Rump's method is of theoretical interest. Rump made it clear that inverting an arbitrarily ill-conditioned matrix A in single or double precision does not produce meaningless numbers (what one might expect), but contains a lot of information in it. Rump's method uses such inverses as preconditioners for A. As shown in [8] , numerical experiments exhibit that Rump's method converges rapidly for almost all matrices with extremely large condition number. Why Rump's method is so efficient for inverting arbitrarily ill-conditioned matrices is a little mysterious. Thus, to prove its convergency is an interesting problem in numerical error analysis. In this article, we shall present a convergence theorem for a variant of Rump's method. Numerical experiments are presented for illustrating the validity of our numerical error analyses.
In the present paper as well as in the previous paper [8] , Rump's method is employed in a special manner in which computational precision is adaptively increased according to the unknown condition number of the coefficient matrix. One might suspect that computing an approximate inverse in k-fold precision with a choice of sufficiently large k is adequate. However, since the condition number is rarely known a priori, an appropriate choice of k is not possible in general, hence it would lead to a time consuming repetition of trials and errors. We would like to emphasize the inherently adaptive nature of our method which does not waste any intermediate computations in inverting process. We also emphasize that computing the inverse of a coefficient matrix is a necessary measure for giving a rigorous error bound for a numerical solution of a system of linear equations Ax = b (1) with b ∈ F n , although it is widely held that computing an inverse is not an efficient strategy for solving (1) . Besides, there are various situations which call for the inverse itself (cf. [4, Chapter 14] ). In fact, by using inverses generated from Rump's method, a method [8] was given for obtaining a numerical solution with its rigorous error bound to (1) in case of κ(A)u > 1.
Very recently, Tanabe has shown that Rump's method can be extended to obtain other numerically important decompositions such as LU and QR decomposition for regular matrices with arbitrarily large condition number [12] .
Convergence Theorem
We assume that the dimension of the problem, n, satisfies nu ≪ 1 and
Let A = (a ij ) be a real n × n matrix and Π = (π ij ) be an approximate inverse of A. Let b ∈ R n and x be an approximate solution of Ax = b. It is known that if ∥ΠA − I∥ < 1 (2) is satisfied, A becomes regular. Here, I is the n × n identity matrix and ∥ · ∥ is a subordinate matrix norm. Further,
and
hold. Rump's method is an algorithm to produce Π. Thus, from the above mentioned fact, we set a purpose of this paper to show that Π generated by Rump's method eventually satisfies (2) .
For the purpose, we introduce an accurate dot product calculation algorithm. Let A, B ∈ F n×n . Let us assume that we have an accurate dot product algorithm which calculates
Here, AB is the usual (error free) matrix multiplication and C 0 is a constant satisfying C 0 = O (1) . We denote such an algorithm as
A very efficient method for calculating such a dot product in k-fold accuracy was just developed in [11] . It uses only floating point operations in working precision, has no branches and is very fast.
In this paper, to simplify the life, working precision is assumed to be the double precision defined by IEEE 754 floating point standard. In the following, we use a variant of Rump's method as given by the following Algorithm 1, which is written in Matlab-like:
% inversion ofS k in working precision To simplify the notation, we will write Π m instead of Π 1:m throughout the paper except in algorithms. We assume that all numerical calculation is done under IEEE 754's double precision arithmetic in the nearest rounding mode.
where
From (5), we have
From the definition of ∆C, it follows that
From
we have
Moreover, from
it follows that
Substituting (10) and (12) into (8), it is seen that (6) holds with
Using (6), we also have
SinceS k ∈ F n×n , X k can be computed by a standard inversion algorithm using Gaussian elimination in working precision.
Decrease of Condition Number
The target of this subsection is to show that
provided that κ(S k ) u −1 .
For the purpose, in the first place, we estimate (6) and (14) we have
We note here that (16) states that the difference betweenS k and S k , which is almost singular, is of order √ u∥S k ∥. Thus, usually a distance betweenS k and the nearest singularity, which lies very near to S k , becomes about C 1 √ u. This implies (cf. [3, 2] )
Here, we assume
This implies κ(S
Examples in the next section show that Assumption 1 is satisfied in many instances. Since a good approximate inverse of a matrix in F n×n with a condition number much less than u −1 can be obtained in working precision, under Assumption 1 we can expect that X k becomes a good approximate inverse ofS k satisfying
We assume that Assumption 2 also holds. It follows from Assumption 2,S −1 k exists. Then, we note that
From (18), it follows
This and Assumption 2 imply that
Here, 
where c n = O(n). Here, we introduce a constant
From (17), (20) and (22), it follows that
. Thus, it turns out that Assumption 2 is equivalent to
Under this assumtion, we now show X k is the exact inverse ofS k + ∆, where
Here, C 5 is the constant defined below. From (23), we have for ∆ = X
Here, using (16) we have put
Lemma 1 Let us assume that Assumptions 1 and 3 are satisfied. Then, the following a priori error estimate holds:
Proof.
Using (16), (20) and (22), we have
This and (17) prove the lemma.
2
From this lemma, we have
Here, we derive a relation between S k+1 and X k S k :
Here, C 8 = O (1) . Inserting this into (31), we have
Thus, we have
Here, we assume Assumption 4 u k+1 α ≪ 1.
usually we have
Here,
. . , work as the preconditioners for A, we have ∥S
for k
Moreover, it can be expected thatS 0 is not so ill-conditioned and κ(S
0 ) = ∥S 0 ∥ ∞ ∥S −1 0 ∥ ∞ = O(u −1/2 ), so that ∥X 0 ∥ ∞ = ∥inv(S 0 )∥ ∞ ≈ ∥S −1 0 ∥ ∞ . This and ∥S 0 ∥ ∞ ≈ ∥A∥ ∞ yield ∥X 0 ∥ ∞ = O(u −1/2 )∥A∥ −1 ∞ .(38)
From (36), (37) and (38), it follows
From this remark, we can expect Assumption 4 is usually satisfied. If this assumption is not satisfied, we modify Algorithm 1 as follows:
Algorithm 2 Modified Rump's Method IĨ
Then, Assumption 4 becomes
which is satisfied for sufficiently large m ∈ N. Algorithm 2 is used if needed. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that Assumption 4 is satisfied.
Under Assumption 4, it can be seen from (34) that
where ε ≪ 1. (24) and (25), we have
Now, we estimate ∥S
Let P and Q be regular n × n matrices. If ∥P − Q∥ ∞ δ, it follows that
Then, (33) and (43) yield
From (44), we have
If it holds that
If Assumption 6 is not satisfied, we use the modified Rump's method II (Algorithm 2). Namely,
is satisfied if we choose m ∈ N sufficiently large. Then, (46) becomes
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that Assumption 6 is satisfied. Then, it holds ∥S
Summarizing the above mentioned estimations (i.e., from (30), (41), (42) and (48)), we have
Summing up the above mentioned discussions, we have the following theorem: 
Convergence
The target of this subsection is to show
, the distance betweenS k and the nearest singularity is the same order with that between S k and the nearest singularity. This means that κ(S k ) ≈ κ(S k ). Thus, we have κ(S k ) = O(1). Then, we can expect that X k becomes a good approximate inverse ofS k satisfying
This implies that there exist C
Let L and U be computed LU factors ofS k . From κ(S k ) = O(1), we can assume that
Then, from (28) we have
where C ′ 6 is the constant obtained from C 6 by replacing C 3 with C ′ 3 and C 11 := C ′ 6 κ(S k ). Thus, from (33) we have
where α is defined in (35). Since κ(S k ) = O(1), we assume that
Furthermore, we assume that k is so large such that Assumption 10 u k+1 α ≪ 1.
If this assumption does not hold, we use the modified Rump's method II (Algorithm 2). Then,
holds. Thus, if m is large enough, it holds that
Thus, without loss of genelarity, we can assume that Assumption 10 is satisfied and
holds, where ε ′ ≪ 1.
Summing up the above mentioned discussions, we have the following theorem:
. We assume that Assumptions 8, 9 and 10 (or Assumptions 8, 9 and 11) 
Numerical Experiments

Numerical Examples
We now show the following numerical examples.
Example 1
In the first place, we consider Rump's random matrices with the prescribed condition number [9] as a coefficient matrix A. In this example, we take n = 20 and κ(A) ≈ 2.0 × 10 30 . In this example, we have ∥A∥ ∞ ≈ 1.5 × 10
7 . The result of a numerical experiment is shown in Table 1 . In the table, for example, 3.7e + 09 = 3.7 × 10 9 . Example 2 In this example, we also consider Rump's random matrices as a coefficient matrix A. We take n = 100 and κ(A) ≈ 1.4 × 10 113 . In this case, we have ∥A∥ ∞ ≈ 1.8 × 10
16 . The result of a numerical experiment is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 Example 2: Rump's random matrix (n = 100, Example 3 In this example, we further consider Rump's random matrices as a coefficient matrix A. We take n = 500 and κ(A) ≈ 1.1 × 10 61 . In this case, we have ∥A∥ ∞ ≈ 5.7 × 10 8 . The result of a numerical experiment is shown in Table 3 . Table 3 Example 3: Rump's random matrix (n = 500, κ(A) ≈ 1.1 × 10 61 ) 
Summary of Numerical Experiments
Results of numerical experiments shown in Eamples 1 to 4 satisfy all assumtions mentioned in this paper. Thus, based on Theorem 1,
Other numerical experiments exhibit similar behaviors.
Conjecture
It should be noted that the original Rump's method has the following form: Numerical experiments show that this form of Rump's method works much more efficient than Algorithm 1. For example, we again treat Example 2 in Section 3. The result of a numerical experiment by Algorithm 3 is shown in Table 5 .
Algorithm 3 The Original Rump's Method
In this example, Algorithm 3 requires only 8 iterations until convergence, while Algorithm 1 required 15 iterations. This means that the convergence speed of the original Rump's method is almost double compared with that for modified Rump's method proposed in this paper. This fact is confirmed by a number of numerical experiments done by the authors.
In the original Rump's method, a distance betweenS k and the nearest singularity is usually about C 12 u. This implies κ(S k ) ≈ (C 12 u) −1 (cf. [2] ). In this case, even if C 12 = O(1), κ(S k ) becomes an order of u −1 . Thus, usually we have 
